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www.JHPFasteners.com
The Fabricator's Choice since 1970

You can get fasteners from anywhere right?
Yes, you can. You can also buy tires from a place that sells salsa in bulk but that doesn't mean you should.
Does that mean they're bad tires? Not necessarily, but when you start having issues and they ask if those tires
were hot or mild, you're going to have a problem. JHP Fasteners caters to you, the precision fabricator and
manufacturer. For over 45 years you've been the reason we get it done every day.

How can we relieve your stress?
• Responsiveness - Our responsiveness is nearly unmatched as we focus on your ever changing needs.
• Improvise, Adapt & Overcome - If we don't have a solution, we'll figure it out. We've strategically
partnered with some of the best vendors in the world and we leverage that collective brain power for
your benefit.
• Above & Beyond - We've chased down UPS trucks for overnight shipments and provided fastener
solutions to restore downed production lines the same day. We've got your back.
• Quality Components - As mentioned above, we have aligned ourselves with world class ISO certified
manufacturers and maintain strict lot traceability of their products.
• Price - We strive to bring our customers the best possible value without sacrificing quality. Why save a
dime now when it can cost a dollar down the road?

Right Fasteners - Right Supplier - Right Now
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Right Fasteners - Right Tooling - Right Now
Rivet Nut Tools For Every Application

Complete CD Stud & Arc Stud Welding Systems
Auto-Sert hardware Insertion Equipment

All roads lead to JHP Fasteners

World Class Auto-Feed & Standard Riveting Equipment

After serving precision fabricators and manufacturers
for over 45 years, we'd like to think that we
understand the daily demands that are put on your
shoulders by customers. Eleventh hour engineering
changes, dramatically accelerated due dates, rapid
prototyping, insufficient component descriptions; the
list goes on. While specializing in fasteners that get
attached to sheet metal and the tools that install
them, we strive to offer the best solutions, service and
price to help meet your rapidly changing needs and
relieve your stress. If any of the fasteners or tools you
see here are used in your shop, we would love to have
the opportunity to win your business and become an
extension of your organization.
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